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Falke Modell 70
April 22 2013 at 11:07 PM

P-J-A  (Login P-J-A)

Hello All, 
 

I recently purchased a Falke Modell 70, German model (not the model with a distinctive "pistol grip". 
 The issue is: I can't find a serial number... 

 Is this usual for this Falke model? 
 

regards, 
 P-J-A.

 

  Respond to this message   

Author Reply

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Yes, P-J-A April 23 2013, 12:23 AM 

there doesn't seem to be any serial number stamped routinely on the Falke model 70, unlike the models 80 and 90. There is some question as to whether there might have been one written in pencil on the
mod 70's butt beneath the butt plate, but the jury is still out. 

 
------------------------------

The Vintage Diana Forum

The Vintage BSA Forum 
 

 
  Respond to this message   

P-J
 (Login P-J-A)

Number under butt plate April 29 2013, 11:09 AM 

Hello and thanks. 
 

If the number under the butt plate indeed would be the serial number: I have discovered a '4'...written with probably a ballpen. 
 

Regards, 
 

P-J

 
  Respond to this message   

 Barryeye
 (Login barryeye)

 Falke Forum moderators

Model 70 serial numbers May 1 2013, 9:24 AM 

As the majority of Mod 70s don't have butt plates I think it is highly unlikley that Falke would choose to write serial numbers under them. No doubt those numbers were written by Falke but for some
other reason.

 
  Respond to this message   

James
 (Login slow_cripple2)

Falke 70 serial number April 23 2013, 5:08 AM 

Hello P.J.A. 
 Yes, that is strange that the model 70 does not carry a serial number stamp. I wonder if that is true of the preceding models? 

 The build quality of the Falke is such that perhaps the manufacturer was confident that there was no need of such (big grin)? 
 Keeping account of production runs must have been a small nightmare 

 Strange................

 
  Respond to this message   

P-J
 (Login P-J-A)

Quality of metal work vs. quality of checkering April 29 2013, 11:05 AM 

Good afternoon, 
 

Thanks for answering! 
 Not using serial numbers is not unusual I suppose, since I have owned a number of Relum (Hungary) produced air rifles also lacking serial numbers... 

 Where it comes to quality, the metal parts are fine. The checkering on the grip however, is rather crude. Given quality of work overall, that is a bit strange. From the documentation provided in this forum
the Falke 70 that I am working on is a non-export model (the shaft without clear pistol grip). 

 
Regards, 

 
P-J
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